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MAINTAINING THE BALANCE OF LEGAL POWER

The frentfines of the nde of law are manned by
Iawyera. Neither persons, nor agencies, nor branches
of Government can maintain their rigbta without
practioners in the law. It is, therefore, astonishing to
discover how Of-equippsd with lsgaf advice and
help is that ve~ branch concerned with legislation:
the Congress of the Unitsd States.

Congress has tiaditionafly been exceedingly slow
to provide itself with legal help. It had been drafting
legislation for more than one hundred and twenty-
five years before it set up, in 1919, the Legislative
Counsel’s Office in each House. Designed to respond
to requests of Committees, tJds office has come by
tradition to serve any Congressman or Senator that
needs help.

Unfortunately, tie help is fiiited perhaps 90%
of thk office’s time is spent drafting legislation afong
the fines requested by individual members. It some-
times prspares opinions, most often given verbally,
on the suitafdity of legislation. But it virtually
never testifies before Congress to provide legal opin-
ions on Isgislation. It never seines as a Iegaf arm of
Congress itself in flktg briefs before the Supreme
Court, or in defending the members or the institu-
tion against legal infringements of Congressional
power. It concerus itself liffle, or not at aif, with
legislative oversight. In short, it simply puta the legis-

lative ideas of members into legal form; and through
drafting it makes a first apprexinration at preventing
that legislation from being easify outflanked.

Legislation is not just the heart of the Congres-
sional operation, it is the be-aU and end-all. The
struggle between the Executive and Legislative
Branches is as much a struggle to interpret, perfect,
and oversee legislation as it is to pass it. Power
struggles between the branches have often been re-
solved in favor of tie Executive Branch only because
it had the legal talent to search, and keep abreast of,
the enormous amount of legislation that now exista.
This bas clearly been the case with rsgard to the
obscure emergency powers legislation. But the pbe-
numenon is widespread. And Congress can no longer
just assume the effective enforcement of the civif and
criminal laws.

Congress is itself made up in large part of lawyer%
often of tie small-town variety. And ita self-con-
tained lsgaf expertise may have retarded ita hiring of
ita uwn lawyer. But in any case, as is wefl known, to
be one’s own lawyer is to have a fool for a cfien~ M
applies, perhaps, to Congress.

Senator Vance Hartke (D. Indiana) has recentfy
renewed hw long standing calf for a “Congressional

—Continued on page 2

PRESIDENTIAL POWER: PEAKED BUT NOT DECLINING

From the Depression, through World War II, a“d to outside threats and get Congress to do one’s biddkg.
through a quarter century of Cold War, the Executive For these really far-ou; matte:, wbicb the public might

Branch fed on crisis. Backed by non-partisan suppmt, not stomach under any conditions, such as bomb]ng of

wlich tra+tionally begins “at the water’s edge”, the neutral Camb@Ia, or fixing elections abroad, there was

Executive Branch systematically subverted earlier public respectively, either injunctions of secrecy or the D1rec-

attitudea toward the relations between the branchca. A
torate of Plans in CIA.

Government in which three branches are separate and
Thus an illnsion of compliance with law could be

equal, but interdependent, has some of the characteris-
maintined either through subterfuge or by. reshaping

tics of a mobile. It can hang together in a variety of
the law to provide enormous puwers. The primacy of
rule through law was maintained but not tested.

positions and it can move slowly enough so that, at any It was President Nixon’s fate to overreach himself
given moment, it may not seem to be moving at all. while, simultaneously, endkg that world-wide confronta-

During the emergencies, the presidents did pretty tion which might otherwise have served to excuse his
much aa they pleased. If somethkg necessary could not violations. The national security justification was gone
be done under one law, itcould be done under another.
There waa always an economic emergency, a state of

just when he needed it must. Cynics noted that the efforts
of the two major communist ~wera to protect the Presi-

war, or a Korean emergency to fall back upon. And if dent by refusing to repurt on his domestic troubles had
these were not suitable to invoke the necessary puwers, cluaed off his only escape batch—blaming it on the
one could always WNIP up public opinion by referring “commiea”. --continued m page 2
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CoIIn@ General.}> We endorse it. Such an Office

would have severaf functions. It would provide ad-
viaory opinions on the fiiely effectiveness of Iegis-
Iation, as legislation. It could provide authoritative
interpretations of the validity of the very important,
hut fiftle overseen, enabfing regulations worked out
in the Executive Branch. Under suitable authoriza-
tion, it could represent the Congress or its Judiciary
Committees before the Courts or file amicus briefs.
And it could prepare studies suggesting fruitful areas
for oversight hearings.

Over and above the exact grnund roles for tbk
new legal body, it would importanffy widen the Con-
gressional orbit and its pool of legal expertise. As
grows the law, so must grow the Congress’ legal in-
stitutions. It would also defend the prerogatives of
Congress. We cannot rely indefinitely on having a
Sani Ervin pIead for lhe Senate before the Supreme
court.

Independent Prosecutor

Besides strengthening the legal capabilities of Con.
gress, there is need to provide on-going methods of
prosecuting Executive Branch wrong-doing. There
exists, after all, a variety of categories of situations
in which it would be naive to expect the Executive
Branch to prosecute itself. These ificlude cases of
perjury by Adminiafration officials, election financing
by the Administration, or charges of high-level cor-
rupt pofiticaf influence.

Such cases deserve some kind of on-gqing prosecu-
tor with a modicum of independence from the every-
day control of the Affomey-General and President.
The prosecutor might well be witldn the Executive
Branch but he shnuld have long tenure. The Presi-
dent could, presumably, still fire the prosecutor but
such actions would trigger precisely the same outcry
prnduced by the “Saturday Night Massacre?’ Thus,
an office of special prosecutor wonfd become, in part,
a fripwire signaI of serious corrupting and, in part,
an investigatory arm beyond poIitical control. And
none of thii raises Constitutional questions.

Thus, without risking rejection of the office by the
courts, we could instifufionafize significant further
checks and balances inside the administration of jus-
tice. For tno lung, Presidenfa have been able to
overlonk’ various violations of law by asking aides
rhetorically “who’s going to sue us? * For too long,
the Attnmey-GeneraPs office has been considered aa
pofificaf an appointment as any other cabinet office.

No President has the right to control quieffy the
bringing of cases against his subordinates or Admin-
istmtinn. Watergate has reveafed clearly how extra.
ordhwwify deep and wide must Administration of-
fenses bs befnre press, pubfic and Congress can force
even fimited disclosures. Some new mechanism is in
order to make executive concealment more dfimdt
in future. (See also page 8)

—Council of The Federation of American Scientists

PRESIDENTIAL POWER—from page 1

Clearly Presidential power has peaked. But how far
down is it going? Not far, accordhg to evidence within
this Report. Fundamentally, the Congress is trying des-
perately to legitimize and regularize those Executive
Branch seizures of power that it cannot reverse. In the
War Powers Bill, for example, one sees the Congress
trying to roll with the punches. The law tries to pre-
emptively authorize those Presidential war powers which
seem beyond recapture. Thus it devises methcds for
Presidential activity short of declarations of war. And it
seeks to insist on lesser conditions than advance approval,
asking for reporting and consulting, and methods of
Congressional termination, The effort to regulate other
Presidential emergency powers is taking the same course
even though some of the emergencies (e.g. economic
emergencies ) provide ample time for advance consulta-
tion. Like a woman who cannot prevent her husband
from stepping-..out.. on her,. we are asking the President
to explain, at least, where he is going.

In this way, one retains some influence over events

and presemes the structure of constitutionality. But no
one should bemuse himself about what is hauDening,
The trend to Executive Branch authority contti”;es, ❑-
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THE CONSTITUTION—
AN UNSTEADY TRIPOD

There is little doubt that the Founding Fatherc saw the
Legislative Branch as first among the three branches of
Government. It is the first Article of the Constitution that
enumerates the powers of the legislature. The legMa-
ture is given the authority “To make all Laws which
shalI be rrccessary and proper for carrying into execution
the foregoing Powers, and all other powers vexted by
thk Constitution in the Government of the Uxited States,
or in any Department or Officer thereof” (italics added).
It has further the power to impeach, convict and, hence,
dkmiss the Chief Executive as well as hk subordbrates,

By contrast, the executive power described in the Con-
stitution is instructed to “take Care that the Laws be
faithfully executed.” For bk part, he can convene the
congress (on extraordhary occasions) but not dkmiss it,

And while the Legislature can dismember and rear-
range the Executive Branch by passing appropriate sta-
tutes, the President cannot influence the stmcture of Con-
gress.

The Constitution further specifically protects the legis-
lators from being “questioned in any other place” for
their speeches and debates. While the Executive Branch
has claimed an analogous “executive privilege,” thk is
nowhere to be found in the Constitution. On the contrary,
much tradition suggests that the Executive can be ques-
tioned by Congress about all of hk official duties and
required to produce all papers.

How then dncs it come that, tcday, so many persons
consider the Executive Branch first among equals of the
three branches? One analyst, Dean Roscoe Pound, sug-
gested a steady evolution of American thought. (See box. )

The Executive Branch is shaped like a pyramid; the
legislature like a rectangular solid. In human affairs, it
seems to be a universal rule that power gravitates to the
executive efficer; rather than to the ruling comm~ttee—
whether that executive is called the pcesidetrt, the secre-
tary-general, the general-secretary, the party secretary,
the executive director or whatever. To be in charge of
the administrative details and the staff .is half the game—
the information half. And the other half is to be unified
where the ruling committee is divided,

The rising strcn~h nnd authority of the excmtive need
not threaterr American liberty if other countervailing
changes take place at the same time. A growing sophkti-
cation in the electorate about public everrta, based on
higher education, better news coverage (includkrg tele-
vision ) could help monitor executive branch operations
so as to deter misuse of discretion. A dcclirre in citizcrr
loyalties to specific parties could enhance the reaponsive-
rrcss of the voter. Chizen groups with starrdkrg to sue
might better utilize the courts to redress illegnI action.

But underlying the maintenance of the American sys-
tem is reliance upon law. And underlying the imbalance
in strength between the brarrchc.s is the imbdcnce of
legal resources. The branch which makea the laws must
maintain parity in legal expertise with the executor of

HEGEMONY: LEGISLATIVE TO
JUDICIAL TO EXECUTIVE

qn our pohtical theory the executive, the legisla-

tive and the judiciary are co-equnl. Nevertheless
at dMerent stages of our history now one and nnw
another has in practice attained a distinct leader-
ship. In the heginning of nrrr political history the
legislative department was the leader. Legislatures
were fully persuaded that the other departments, if
accountable ultimately to the people, were directly
and immediately accorrrrtahle to them. They thought
of themselves aa in a speciaf sense tie representatives
of the people. They believed themselves cnmpetent
to call upon judges to explain and defend tieir de-
cisinns and were wont to interfere as of right with
the disposition of particrdar controversies. The first
half of the century had gone hy before legislative

appellate power had come to an end.

Next for a time, and notably from tie enactnrent
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the first decade
of the present century, tie cnrrrts achieved a definite
leadership. They thou@rt of themselves as custodians
of a fundamental law, running back of slf constitu-
tions, and merely declared thereby, tn which all law-
makkrg and all executive action must yield . . . For
nearly half a century the jndicisl hegemony was
scarely disputed.

Today fhe execntive thirrks of itself and is thought
of as peculiarly representing the whole penple. Legis-
lative and judiciary, if ultimately accountable to the
people, are more and more thought of aa liable to be
called to account by the Executive. It calls the lcgis-
Iatrrre to ita duty and demands enactment of thii or
that it formulates laws and calls on legislatures to
add the mere fcyrrrafity of eriactmen$ it reviews the
d&sions of corrrta by administrative investigations
and challenges their judgments. It even obtains for
administrative commissions something fiie a Roman
Iex regi~ if not a grant of lawrnafdng power, at least
a power of filling in details, a power of making rules,
a power of giving definite cnnterrt to legal standards,
which may yet lead us a long way. The hegemony of
the cxectrtive is at hand. As the eighteentJr century
and the fore part of the nineteenth century refied
upon the legislative and the last half. of the nine.
teerrth century cefied rrpnn the courts, the twentieth
century is nn less clearly relying upon administrating.

—Dean Roscoe Pound, 42nd meeting of American
Bar Association, Sept. 3, 1919

our laws. In thk case no executive branch excess will
go unnoticed and therefore none can avoid the risk of
rcdr~sing legislative initiative.

So long as the Constitution stands, the legislature will
have the dominant—if latent—rights. But whether Con-
grcxs will provide itself, and the Government more gen-
erally, with the tools to mnintcin a ConatitntionaJ bale.nce
remains to be seen. ❑
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CONGRESS PASSES WAR POWERS BILL OVER VETO

The Constitution makes the President “Commander-
in-Chief” but it gives to the Congress the pnwer to “de-
clare” war. Whfle it nowhere dkcusses limited war,
it does touch upon the problem of hostilities that con:
stitute 1sss than a declared war when it mentions “Letters
of Marque and Reprisal.” S@ificantly, it gives to Con-
gress, not to the President, the right to grant this author-
ity for limited action.

Nevertheless, Congress has long faced the problem
of controlling the President in twilight situations between
war and peace. In the 1800’s there were numerous
mcasions in which limited hostilities were undertaken
without Congressional authorization, especially uses of
force against entities that were not sovereign stater
(pirat=, smu@Ors, Indi~s and such) ~d eff~ tO Pr@
ted American citizens abroad. While Congre&s acquiesced
in more than one hundred such incidents, it refused on
half a dozen ncca.sions in 1857, 1858, and 1859 to give
the President conditional authority for future occurrences
to protect citizens.

At quite the opposite extreme of danger, President
Llncohr faced the problem not only of war, but of civil
war. Wkhout consulting Congress, he proclaimed martial
law, arrested people without warrant, seized property, and
suppressed newspapers. As justification for his acts,
Lkmln emphasized his rights as Commander-in-Chief
and hk oath to “presewe, protect, and defend the Con-
stitution.” A legal challenge was brought against his
right to blockade the South before the war had been
sanctioned by Congress. It failed by 5-4 when the Court
argaed that the insurrection had created war as a legal
fact.

In the case of the Korean War, President Truman
waited two days after hk decision to commit troops
to South Korea before consulting with Congress. He
gave as his authority the UN resolution although it
had not specified milita~ intervention. Subsequently a
second UN resolution was passed calling for “urgent
militaW measures”. Later, after some thought, Truman
decided not to ask the Congress to approve his action
but simply to rely upon his powers as Commander-in-
Chief. He was not challenged and his success was a
giant step forward in the struggle for executive branch
powers in waging war. For a fuller discussion of the
above few paragraphs, see Arthur Schlesinger’s new
“The Imprial Presidency.”

The recent story in Vietnam and Camboda is only
too well known.

Congressirmaf Response

The Congress’ answer to all thk bas been the War
Powers BI1l passed on November 7, 1973 over the Presi-
dent’s veto. The law first instructs the Pr~ident that his
powers as Commander-in-Chief to introduce U.S. forces
into hostilities can only be used in three circumstances:
pursuant to a declaration of war; pursuant to statutory
authority; or pursuant to an emergency created by an
attack upmr the United States, its territories or posses-
sions, or its armed forces,

what is to prevent the President from moving his

armed forces into an area in which they would then be
attacked, thus permitting hlm to create the above na-
tional emergency? The law precludes the President from
moving forces “into situations where imminent involv-
ement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circum-
stances” unless one of the three conditions above is satis-
fied.

The law requires the President to consult with Con-
gress “in every possible instance” before committing
troops. And it requires regular reports from the Presi-
dent if he introduces armed forces, without a declaration of
war, into a) hostilities or circumstances where they are
likely; b) into foreign territory while equipped for com-
bat; or c) in numbers which substantially enlarge U.S.
forces equipped for combat that are already there.

The President must submit witbin 48 hours, in these
casea, a report explaining his actions, detailing his legal
authority, and estimating the scope and duration of the
involvement. Thereafter, he must report at least every
six months.

If, upon receiving this repwt, Congress does not de-
clare war, or pass specific authorization for the use of
the U.S. forces, or extend the sixty day perind, the Presi-
dent must cease the use of the forces. He has 30 days
more with which to continue, if necessary, for the pur-
poxe of bringing about a prompt removal of the forces.

Some Congressmen opposed the bill on the grounds
that it implicitly authorizes the President to engage in
hostilities—if only for 60 or 90 days—without a declara-
tion of war. But response to attacks upon U.S. territory,
possessions or armed forces would have been rather
easily justified by a President as a Kind of self-defense
that required immedate action. Such actions have long
been accepted by all cnncerned throughout U.S. history. *

Of course, the statute provides for more than self-
defense since it provides the President with authority
to continue fighting for 60 or 90 days—more than might
be required by defensive operations. On the other hand,
the law provides that—in this case--the President must
remove the forces any time that Congress passes. a
concurrent resolution. Such a resolution cannot be vetoed.
Hence, the President could be prevented from going onto
the offensive from the defense. ❑

* llm assertion that the President’s powers to use forces are
limited to these three cases is not in the resolving part”of the
km but in a preface. Some Senators, such as Senator Fulbright,
considered these three conditions too broad a grant of authority
and fought to be sure that they were not mentioned in the re-
solvingpart of the law.

Paradoxically, other Senators equally interested in restricting
the President’swar powers, such as Senator Eagleton, shifted from
support of the law to opposition precisely because the Confer-
ence Committee placed these restraints in a less binding part of
the law. The latter reasoned that the result would be to leave
the resolving sections of the law quite unrestricted and the effort
to restrict Presidential powers would simply boomerang. (Senator
Fulbright, by contrast, would emphasize that the law contains an
assertion noting that it does not change the former Constitutional
situation preserving the right to future Congressional objection. )

This episnde underlines how vulnerable the Congress is when
drafting legislation without the authoritative and systematic legal
help which we propose on page 1.
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TERMINATING THE NATIONAL EMERGENCY

Presidents declare natiomd emergencies by procla-
mation. It’s as simple as that. Unfortunately no standard
prccedure exists for terminating such states of emergency.
For this reason, Americans are still living under at least
four past emergencies that provide the President with
enormous dkcretionary power.

The first, proclaimed by President Roasevelt immedl-
ately after his inauguration of March 4, 1933, was rati-
fied by Congressional statute. It authorized hlm to invoke
emergency provisions of the 1917 Tra@rg with the
Enemy Act. Inasmuch as this prcclamatron and statute
have never been revoked, the Executive Branch retains
in principle, enormous powers over banking transactions
for this emergency alone.

The Korean War began on June 24, 1950 but hops
were sent under the claimed authority (see page 4) of
a UN resolution. Six months later, on December 16, Presi-
dent Truman proclaimed a national emergency associated
with “recent events in Korea and elsewhere.” It was
exhortatory in tone, urging a strengthening of military
defenses and of production, and a spirit of loyalty and
sacrifice. It invoked no particular emergency statutes.
Nor was it confirmed by Congrms. Nevertheless, it was
being used more than 20 years later, as authority for a
vast array of statutory emergency fmwers.

On March 23, 1970, PrcsideritNlxon proclaimed that
a POstal strike would “cripple or halt the official and
commercial intercourse which is essential”. He specific-
ally invoked emergency provisions. (Section 673 of Title
10) permitting the Secretary of Defense to order to
active duty UP to 1,000,000 re?dy reservists.

On August 15, 1971, concerned over a decline in the
U.S. balance of payments, President Nixon declared a
national emergency during which he called upon the
public and private sector “to strengthen the international
economic situation” of the country. Referring to two trade
acts, he ordered a ten percent ad valorem surcharge on
imports.

Emergencies Trigger Obscure Statues

It turns out ihat once an emergency is declared, a
hodg~pcdge of these “emergency” clausce, in abeut 500
existing statutes may be activated. These are clauses that
give the President the power to do some specific thing
under circumstances described variously as: “national
economic or other emergency,” “hostilities imminent or
threat of hostilities,” “state of public peril or dkaster,”
“internal security emergency,” “public exigency” and so
on. Congress has not followed a consistent pattern in
drafting these laws. The result leaves even the Justice
Department unsure what powers it has under what kinds
of emergencies,

In 1972, Congress established a Special Committee on
the Termination of the National Emergency under co-
chairmen Senators Charles McC. Mathkas, Jr. .and,,Frank
Church. The Committee promptly discovered the above
unterminated national emergencies. Using a @mputer
search based on an Air Force tabulation on the U.S.
cede, the Commission proceeded to uncover an ever
widening set of national emergency legislation.

Thenatiorral emergency game can get amusing. Adrian
Fkher, Dean of Georgetown Law School testified that
there was concern inside the Justice Department in 1953
that the Japanese peace treaty would terminate the state
of war in which the United States had been operating
and thus destroy the legal basis for certain on-going
Governmental activities. Secretary of State John Foster
Dunes sought to avoid .a delay of the peace treaty.

A subsequent search discovered 60 laws, considered
necessary, that would be thrown out. COngress collabo-
rated in retaining them temporarily on an individual
basis; later three or four were continued on the basis
of the National Emergency proclaimed by President TrrI-
man at the time of the Korean War. Interestingly, that
prcclamatirm bad been made as much for national morale
purposes as for legal reasons since the then existing
state of war with Japan was sufficient reason for emer-
gency legislation.

Basically there are three kinds of emergencies: economic
emergencies, cata.strophies, and national or internal secur-
ity emergencies. Tbe Constitution says little or nothing
about any of these emergencies and what it says suggests no
special Executive Branch authority+uite the opposite.
Article II, Section 3 provides that the President can “on
extraordinary occasions convene both Houses of Con-
gress: presumably, it was expected he would do so to
get legislative authority for whatever was necessary.
Article IV, Section 4 requires the United States Gover-
nment to protect the individual states against “domestic
violence” but only upon application of State legislatures
or State executive branches.

How Far Can The President Go?

There is no doubt that the President can be given
emergency powers by .Congress, under emergency sta-
tutes, so long as those statutes are constitutional. But
can the President go beyond this, and in what cir-
cumstances? Can he, for example, violate the law (or
Constitution ) if the emergency demands it?

The Courts have taken different approaches, In some
cases—Ex parte Merri man ( 1861) and in United States
v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corporation ( 1936 )—they sug-
gest that the President has inherent powers stemming
from beyond the Constitution. This approach is usually
associated with the philosopher John Locke who thought
the responsibilities of Chief Executive—and the time re-
quired to consult the legislature—required that great lati.
tude be given the former. Another court view in 1952
(Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v, Sawyer) stresses the
interaction between the three branches in solving emer-
gencies. But obviously this is not a problem that can be
solved once and for all or independent of the nature or
kind of the emergency.

Under modem conditions, Congress can be called into
session (if it is not already) quite swiftly. And Congress
has shown that it acts quickly in emergencies, even too
quickly. As in Tonkin Gulf, the Congress acts with high
unanimity when a national security danger is alleged,
The foregoing is probably also true of catastrophes.
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Economic emergencies may raise more controversy both
as to existence and as to solution. But, by the same token,
they are less threatening.

Under these conditions, the doctrine of “inherent”
powers for the Executive would seem to raise more
dangers for the country than it would protect against,
Thus in the Steel Seizure Case, Justice Jackson said:

“With all its defects, delays and inconveniences,
men have dkcovered no technique for long preaew-
ing free government except that the Executive be
under the law and that the law be made by parli-
amentarydeliberations.”

But it is also evident that the doctrine of inherent execu-
tive powers would gain sway to whatever extent the
Executive was denied the tools to deal with crises that
dld arise. Thus the same Justice noted:

“But I have no illusion that any decision by thk
court cnn keep power in the hands of Congress if it
is not wise and timely in meeting its problems.”

Problems Posed by National Emergencies

Therefore, the problem poxed by national emergencies
would secm to be one of provid]ng appropriate legislation
for the Executive to use, but monitoring its use care-
fully. Such advance provision of law pre-empts the Execu-
tive Branch tendency to go beyond the law or Consti-
tution. Also since emergencies differ widely, one would
like some mechanism to ensure that only relevant and
necessary emergent y laws are triggered by the proclama-
tion. Finally, one needs mechanisms for terminating the
emergency. The Committee to Terminate the National
Emergency is considering the following formula:

“That the President alone, or the President nnd the
Congress jointly, can declare a state of national em-
ergency if they perceive that an emergency exists.
The President alone or the President with the Con-
gress can declare that the following specific statutex
—to be then cited—are in force. The President,
when he alone declares a state of emergency, must
inform the Congress in writing immediately of his
declaration, the masons therefore, and the particular
statutes he wishes to come into force, The Congress
would then consider whether to affirm the state of
emergency declared by the President and would act
within 30 days on whether to continue the state of
emergem’y in effect or, failing to act, the state of
emergency would automatically be terminated. In no
caxe would a state of national emergency be extended
longer than six months; a new and updated declara-
tion would be required at that point, and affirmative
actions by the Congrexs would be required for any
and all extensions. ”

The provisions requiring specification of the statutes
to come into force is of some impatance. Because so
many emergency statutes are Ionxely drafted and ob-
scure, life under an emergency proclamation is not so
much “rule of law” as “role of ingenuity of lawyers.”
Former Attorney General Ramsey Clark testified:

“The hundreds of statutex now on the bcmks vext-

ing enormous and often Icaely defined emergency
powers in the executive branch makes law and gov-
ernment action depend as often on the ingenuity of
the legal staff of the executive departments &s the
deliberative processes of the Congress, And that
is not law. ”

Thus one statute (10 USC 712 ) permits the Presi-
dent “During a war or a declared national emergency”
to “detail members of the Army, Navy, Alr Force and
Marine Corps to assist in military matters” to any coun-
try he wants. The Defense Department states that it con-
siders thk law to provide only for militag’ advice and
liaison. But it might be used otherwise if necessary-the
record of the Department is one of shamelessness, (Dur-
ing the argument over the use of funds for military activity
in Cambodia, the Defense Department used an obscure
law of more than a hundred years vintage to justify
ignoring Congressional .prohibhions on transfers of funds,
The law had been passed to permit the calvary to feed
and provision its horses when Congress might be out of
session; in this way a law passed to protect against an
absence of Congress was used to oppose its will during
its presence. )

Energy Emergency

These problems are posed currently by the energy
emergency. Senator Jackson introduced a bill S. 2589
which would have permitted the President to declare
and extend an “energy emergency” for so long as energy
supplies were short in excess of 5%. Through interven-
tion by members of the Special Committee on the Termi-
nation of the National Emergency the bill was changed to
call for a Congressionally authorized national emergency
to terminate within one year unlexs renewed.

But tbe new draft does not conform to another aspect
of the above cited Special Committee gnidelines-requir-
ing specification in advance of which of the 470 latent
national emergency statutes will be considered activated.
Tbus. termination but not specification has been achieved
and Congressional authority bas been placed behind the
emergency.

The existing emergency statutes contain a gnod deal
of uncontrolled Presidential authorit y—some of it raising
interesting Constitution questions+ven without dktor-
tion. Under 10 USC 333, the President can use the militia
or armed forces to suppress “conspiracy” if it threatens
to deprive “any part” of the people of a state of some
Constitutional right and the State refuses to act, Under
this statute, it could be argued that the President did not
need to wait for tbe State Legislatures or Executives to
request help (as suggested above is a Constitutional re-
quirement in Article IV, Section 4), Furthermore, a con-
spiracy would be easy to charge.

Under 18 USC 1383, the President has authority to
declare areas military zone.s Persons in snch militaty
area or military zones can be jailed for a year for violat-
ing an “executive order of the President. ” Thus a Presi-
dent could declare the entire United States a military
zone, under the pretext of some conspiracy, and place
in jail anyone who violated his executive ordem Would
those matters be reviewable in a court? It is not clear.
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Judicial review of agency actions is guaranteed in 5 USC Danger of Existing Nationaf Emergency Laws
702 but in 5 USC 701, the definition of “Agency” ex- The existence of national emergency laws, and of a
eludes actions taken under declarations of martial law.

A President so inclined could refer to Public Law 733
semi-permanent national emergency, can create two quite
different threats to demccracy in America. The first—

expressing the determination of the United Statca “to least Iikelv but most dramatic—is the seizure of power
prevent by whatever means may be necessary inctudhg
the use of arms”, any “subvemive” activities of the Gov-
ernment of Cuba with regard to any part of this hemi-
sphere. TMs could provide the pretext for a state of war.

Under 47 USC 308, the Federal Communications
Commission during an emergency, could mcdfy exist-
ing licenses under terms it might prescribe. Under 47
USC 606, the President can amend “as he sees fit” the
rules and regulations of the Federal Communications
Commission and, in particular can “cause the clming of
any facility or station for wire communications.”

If tAe President finds the Nation “threatened by at-
tack”, he could, under 44 USC 1505, cease to publish his
regulations in the Federal Register upon his determina-
tion that it was “impracticable”. Thk would open the
way to secret laws.

Under Title 50, which concerns trading with the enemy,
the President’s permission is required to permit a citizen
even to direct a letter to an “enemy or ally of enemy”
and the President may censor communications by mail,
cable, or radio passing between the United States and
“any foreign country he may from time to time specify.”
He may also regulate all transactions in foreign exchange.

by perso~s unwilling to subordinate themselves t: rule
of law and seeking continuous power. Such persons
would have to anticipate eventually going beyond invo-
cation of the emergency powers statutes on the books
today and coping with such things as the (Constitutional)
two-term limitations on the President’s tenure.

The second and related threat is an evolutionary one.
The notion of a “state of emergency”, like the notion of
“national security” can be used to soften up public opin-
ion to accept further emergency statutes or measures; to
accept still more tortured applications of law; and to
permit the Ch]ef Executive to achieve a hegemony over
the other two Branches. Here we have the threat re-
ferred to by Dr. Cornelius P. Cotter when he testified:

it has been said—and, I think widely setbat
if the United States ever developed into a totalitarian
state we would not know it. We would not know
that it had happened. It would all be so graduaf, the
ritualism would all be retained as a facade to disguise
what had happened. Most people in the United States,
in official position, would continue to do the sorts
of things that they are doing now. The changes would
have all been so subtle—although so fundamental—
that people generally would be unaware,” ❑

FAS URGES CONTROLS ON EMERGENCY POWERS

Nothing is more dangerous to our democratic If it can be done in the war powers, as it has, than
freedom, and to rule the law, than crises, emergencies it can be done for emergency powers more generaffy.
and wars. They invariably encourage, justify, and Not to do so leaves the Executive Branch with a load-
require emergency grants of power which Americans ed weapon aimed at the heart of our Repubfic-one
wordd not otherwise countenance. And then, in due that not ordy threatens our fiberties directly but
course, they present us with the difficult and critical aIso subverts the citiien’s conception of where power
task of recapturing arrtiority, reestablishing demo- and rcsponsibtity should fie.
cratic rrde, and regaining the peacetime consensus
up.m which the earlier structure of rule had rested.

One must, however, be careful not to Iegitimatixe
Presidential claims to pmcfaim emergencies in cases

The recent survey and report of tie Senate Special that Iack overriding urgency. Particularly in the ever-

Committee on the Termination of the Nationaf Emer- more important cases of “economic” emergencies,

gency has documented, beyond any doubt, the dan- President can almost afways consult Congress in ad-

gerous d~array into which U.S. procedures for denf. vance and secure whatever special powers are re-

ing with emergencies have faUen. Almost 500 emer- quired in fhe normal way. In these cases, they should

gency statutes heretofore never tabrdated confer em- do so. In legislating the recapture of Presidential em-

e%ency powers of Ore most extmordhary and far- ergency powers, we ought not inadvertently authorize

reaching khrd. AU can be triggered by notMng more unnecessary emergency proclamations.

than a Presidential proclamation. And no procedure No Administration in our long history is more
exists for terminating the prnckunation and powers!
The discovery that we are SM fiving under both the

vrdnerable to the charge that it sought improperly to

Roosevelt banking emergency and the Truman Korean
enhance and retiln executive power than the present
Administration. In this context, it would go some

War emergency is quite enough to give any citixen
pause.

distance toward reestablishing public confidence if
the Administration would cooperate wholeheartedly

Ilk mrheafthy situation must be changed promptfy. in the Congressional struggle to regain control over

Congress must devise methods for recapturing any the Pandora’s box of emergency power.

emergency legislative grants of power that it provides. —Council of The Federation of A mericaa Scientists
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ESTABLISHING A PERMANENT SPECIAL PROSECUTOR
There is no doubt that Congress can create, by ststute,

a pe~~ent special prosecutor to investigate, and prose-
cute, executive branch wrong-doing. Such powers are
now assigned to the Attorney-General and they could be
reassigned to, or shared with, a new body. In addition,
the special prosecutor could be given a long term of office.
The questions at issue are these: Who would appoint the
s!Mial pr~ecutw, who would have what power to re.
move him?

Normally, the President would appint such an officer
with the advice and consent of the Senate. And if the
officer were considered to be engaged in a purely execu-
tive office, the courts have held in Myers v. United
States ( 1926) that he could be summarily removed by
the President—the legislature could not put statutory
fetters on his right of removal. However, this Presidential
authority was held in Humphrey’s Executor v. United
States (1935 ) not to apply to ofFicers involved in quasi-
judicial or quasi-legislative tasks (especially, for example,
to officers in the Administrative Agencies). Conceivably the
courts might hold the sWcial prosecutor, though exercising
executive functions, was not “an arm or an eye” of the
executive in the sense of this decision. In this case, statu-
to~ restraints on removal by the President might be pos-
sible. Indeed, the Humphrey’s decision was rationalized
on the grounds that the functions in question needed inde-
pendence and that:

“it is quite evident that one who holds his office only
during the pleasure of another, cannot be depended
upon to maintain an attitude of independence against
the latter’s will.”
Paradoxically, the courts have held that Congress can

“limit, restrict, and regulate” the removal of officers who
are not appointed by the President, These exist under
Article II, section 2 of the Constitution where Congress
has atttfrority to vest the “appointment of such officers as
it thinks proper, not only in the President but in the
“Courts of Law or in the Heads of Departments.”

Thus, the independence of a special prosecutor could
be buttressed by appropriate regulation in a statute
calling upon the Attorney-General to appoint the officer.
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PRIMARY PROFESSIONAL DISCIPLINE

In this case, a decision by the President to dismiss the
special prosecutor without justifiable cause would seem
likely to trigger either the resignation of the department
head instructed to order the dismissal, or suits against
that officer for an illegal dkmissal or both. The removal
and resignation of Richardson and Ruckelshaus, and the
subsequent court suit by Nader, are examples of thk
possibility. Obviously it would have a deterrent effect
on a President to set in motion such consequences

Finally, there is precedent for vesting the appointment
and removal powers of a special prosecutor in the Courts.
Ex Parte Siebold (1879) established the right of Congress
to vest the appointment of election supervisors in the
courts. It argued for applying rules of “practicality” on
the one hand, and “incongruity” on the other, in deciding
where to vest the appointment of unuswd positions strad-
dling the branches, It would certainly be “practicaP’ to
vest the appointment of such a pmaecutor somewhere
else.

But it might well seem “incongruous” to have a stand-
ing special prosecutor appointed by the courts since prose-
cution is normally considered an executive branch fun-
tion. And the appointment by the courts could provide
some due process problems if the appointing judge or
judges presided over proceedhgs brought by the prose-
cutor. In any case, there is no provision for vesting any
appointments (outside Congress ) in the legislative branch,

Finally the most recent decision of Judge Gesell, de-
claring illegal the firing of Cox, suggests that Administra-
tions must follow their own regulations. Congress could
therefore insist that Administration adopt regulations pro-
tecting the independence of an office, and the Courts
would enforce them,

One thing seems clear. Many Congressmen will use as
an excuse for inaction any suggestion that a method of
setting up a permanent special prosecutor might be un-
constitutional. This puts a Klgh premium on setting up
the office in a way which raises no constitutional ques-
tions. That it is better to have a tripwire than no safe-
guard at all is one consideration underlying the FAS
position on page 1. ❑
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